STORES2
RETAIL MANAGEMENT
The reasons that make Companies computerize their stores network can be led
back to the necessity to improve competitiveness: shor ten the wait between
offer and use, achieve in shor t lapse of time all the information concerning the
market receptiveness and anticipate the consumers' trends according to the
analysis of the first purchases. Stores2 is the solution that includes all evolutions
of new technologies, besides reliability of POS sales modules, warehouses,
inventories, statistics, etc.
Stores2 is actually a product realized in the Windows
32-bit environment. The system is managed in TOUCH
SCREEN modality, in order to simplify the sale activity
and to make available in real time information for the
Head Office.
The structure of the application allows a significant
possibility to personalize the users' inter faces in
accordance with the operator's class. The solution
has a complete CRM system able to develop analysis
on sales and on their association with the consumers.
Using RFId technology for the electronic reading of
items in arrival and on sale. Stores2 is available also
in: English, French, Ger man, Spanish, Por tuguese,
Korean and Japanese with the possibility to set a language for the description of
elements in the database, too.

Today Stores2 is the ideal solution both for the single shop and for the
chain with many direct/franchising sales points. If placed in big sales
structures, it allows the management of several cash desks, concentrating
data in one central system, guaranteeing the best functionality and
operating potential for all these different configurations.

MAIN FEATURES
Geographic Network
A chain of shops does not have only sales points, but also warehouses, branches
and intermediate control entities between the shops and the Head Office. All
these elements, called "nodes" are associated through simple dependence
connections until they compose hierarchical trees within a wide geographic
network.

Data in real time
The increased availability of technological structures allowed the development of
one of the most impor tant functions of Stores2: the possibility to have sales data
in real time.
time The information, generated in the shop, is forwarded to all the
competent hierarchical levels through a system of messages.
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Statistics
These statistics can be assembled with extremely flexible tools and offer the
possibility to memorize predefined composition diagrams.

CRM
The analysis of sales and their relation with the consumers that can be faced with
different complexity levels: from the simple classification to the typology of the
customers, until their fidelity process and the complete data management via
web.

RFId
The transmission speed and the data precision are the secret of the sales
increase. RFID technology supplies some advantages that satisfy these
fundamental needs. Stores2 has already implemented this technology in its
modules.

ERP
Stores2 can exchange data with external systems. It is already interfaced with the
most impor tant ERP's and has at its disposal file format interfaces that can be
easily implemented.

Physical and Logical Network
Using new technologies also means exploit at best the oppor tunities offered by
Internet for data transfer. The separation between logical network (that attributes
the competences on data) and physical one (that pilots the information flow)
allows seizing the oppor tunities.

Market categories
Stores2 is an extremely versatile product, which can be easily used in any market
categor y. The application uses some par ticulars predispositions for the
management of sizes and colors, which are features of the clothing and footwear
industry, two fields where it has many impor tant references.

MODULES
The functions can be grouped in some categories:
Personal Data: it contains maintenance functions of basic tables;
Orders: it manages both orders issued from the Head Office and the one directly generated by the shops;
Sales: it takes care of the activities that go with the sale;
Warehouses: it analyzes and manages all the goods movements, both generated by the node and by the Head Office (host) or by some other
geographic nodes (transfer);
Inventories: it manages inventories by single node and confirms data in the Head Office;
Statistics: it allows to make analysis of data thanks to customizable statistics made to measure;
Connections: it receives and distributes automatically all data, without the operators' par ticipation;
Messages: it exchanges and manages text messages inside its own geographic network.

PRINTS
All the modules have their own statistic functions and the prints are expor table in
PDF, Excel and RTF formats.
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PERSONAL DATA MODULE
The Personal Data module of Stores2 allows maintaining
the tables and the personal data archives of the system:
basic tables, products details, consumers, etc.
A powerful authorization allows optimizing the available
functions according to the operator (image 1).

GEOGRAPHIC NODES
The

geographical

network

is

configured

in

this

component as all the other infor mation, which is
necessary for the management of single nodes (image
2).

PRODUCTS
The most impor tant side of the products' management
is the classification possibility that the user has got;
there aren't pre-defined classification levels, but anyone
can set the appropriate ones, also in dependency
connections with each other.
The products can be managed as a simple code, color
or size variation, which is typical of the clothing
industry.
The management of size scales, with the possibility to
specify an undefined number of sizes and to inser t
sizes in a scale that already exists, supplies a fur ther
management tool (image 3).

PRICE LIST

Image 02

It's possible to create price lists directly on Stores both
manually and using the quick price list generation. On
the basis of a purchase price list, it's possible to
generate one for the sales in the end of a season.
Prices have beginning and expiring dates, fields of
application valid for all nodes, for a nodes' category or
for a specific node.
The

operations

of

a

list

generation

can

be

accomplished on a node or on one of the nodes
hierarchically higher (image 4).

Image 03
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Image 04

CUSTOMERS
The Customers section is an "agenda" of the Consumers with general information
(Name, Surname, Address, Date of Bir th, Sex) and statistic one (what type of
purchased product, last date of purchase, value of purchases).
The application also allows defining the parameters and the conditions of the
customer, in order to have a complete vision of the sales. The definition of these
parameters becomes interesting to create statistics and to plan sales.
There is also a WEB-based extension module that analyses in CRM optics the sold
data for the fidelity customers.
The management of the fidelity customers can be
based on specific promotions, achievement of
purchase targets, deter mination of a score with
bonus assignations.

SHOP ASSISTANT AND CASHIERS
It is possible to manage separately different figures in
order to obtain the appropriate statistics for sold
items.
The employment of barcodes for the identification,
along with the methodology used by the sales
module, makes the competences attribution ver y

Image 05

easy. (image 5).
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WAREHOUSES
A node can have several warehouses. The main one, assigned to sales, can be
placed next to other warehouses assigned to, for example, bad quality, goods
to send back for reparation, etc. (image 06).
The issue of warehouse documents is based on the presence of tables for the
generation of documents and the determination of the related movement causes
(image 07).

Image 06

Image 07

PARAMETERS
The decisions of the company that necessarily affect all
the geographic nodes are settled in this section.
It's also possible, for example, to indicate the automatic
activations for each node, which is a function used for
the

connections

that

are

nor mally

activated

in

"unattended" mode (image 08).

Image 08
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ORDERS MODULE
It allows managing the orders to the supplier, to control
the exact evasion and the definitive closing.
It permits a correct management of the valorization for
the load documents and the future stock, indispensable
information to introduce the right supply policies.
(Image 09)
It can provide the shop impor tant information about the
goods in ar rival, helping the staff in charge of the
maintenance of correct stocks in the warehouse.
(Image 10)
The shops can be in the conditions of making orders or
just receive them, being always able to check their

Image 09

progress.
It's also possible to define workstations to check the
orders coming from the shops before being transferred
to the management system of the company.
It also supplies, through statistics functions, information
on the delivery coverage progress from each supplier
and on the planning of the future deliveries.
The statistics provide generic classification elements that
the user can select obtaining grouping levels in a
dynamic way. All the products' and geographic nodes
classification levels can be used to divide or organize
the information. (Image 11)
Image 10

Image 11
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SALES MODULE
This is the main module of the system. All the sales phase are
managed in a very simple way, facilitating the activity of clerks
and cashiers. We took par ticularly care of the execution speed
for the sales, creating the appropriate automations to avoid a
useless loss of time.
The inter face for the sales management, besides the other
modules, allows the use of touch-screen devices.
It allows:
the management of clerks and cashiers;
the issue of free coupons or working debits;
the issue of invoices and tax-free documents;
the possibility to suspend tickets.

Image 12

This module is directly connected to the POS, per mitting the automatic
identification of credit cards.
It is also an efficient control system for the sales thanks to the complete suppor t
of the RFId suppor t. (Image 12)

The main module of the sales is the ticket one. The
operators are meant to use this extremely simple project
without mouse, since they are often "obliged" to work
standing in small spaces.
The operator works on the PC and the cash register is
used as a fiscal printer. This configuration simplifies the
dialogue between the two devices and makes the POS
architecture more flexible. This solution guarantees the
independence from the cash registers in use and fits
better the technological developments that these
devices will achieve in the time, becoming more
adaptable to the changes of the fiscal norms. (Image 13)
Image 13

A key element of this window is the barcode that represents the only definition
element for many useful ones.
The system accepts the introduction of data about cashiers/clerks or customers
and the payment terms in a single field. All this has been developed not to make
the operator move in the window to inser t the necessary information.
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It is also suppor ts the use of electronic tags (Tag) for the identification of the
products.
The module includes some functions for the management of the shop's expenses,
which allows an accurate daily balance.
It is possible to:
issue Tax-Free documents and invoices even after the closing of the ticket;
directly connect POS devices for an accurate and precise management of
the credit information (authorization number, credit card type);
question the stocks of one's own node and the ones whose information is
available without having to exit from the ticket module.
The warehouse update star ts at the closing of the document. No additional
phase also in case of network workstation is required.
The several predefined statistics supply generic classification elements that the
user can select obtaining the desired grouping levels in a dynamic way. All the
products classification levels and defined geographic nodes can be used to
divide or organize the information.
Sales are organized in order to manage different kinds of taxation (inclusive tax,
exclusive excepted/excluded tax, exclusive tax with double rate).

WAREHOUSES MODULE
Each shop is able to manage one or more warehouses. Possible nodes of a
higher level could manage the warehouse of the nodes that depend on it. The
shop has in any case the visibility of its stocks and eventually the visibility of the
stocks of other nodes in the network.
The module allows the management of the goods load and unloads operations in
manual or automatic modality using external devices (Netpad, por table terminals,
etc.)
It is fully integrated with the RFID technology in order to make easier the load
operations for the shops and for a safe identification of the received products,
verifying the correctness of the goods with the electronic documents previously
sent by the Head Office.
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It is possible to accomplish some goods transfers
among nodes with the issue of electronic documents
for the goods load that can be immediately sent to the
recipient node.
Moreover, each node can manage several warehouses
for the correct separation of skills. (image 14)
The module can generate warehouse documents
according to the causes and the authorizations given by
the head office or by the control node.
The warehouse update star ts at the closing of the
documents. (image 15)
Image 14

During the document loading, the open orders that can
make the operation simple are managed. It is also
possible to execute additional functions: for example
compare the data of an accounting load document sent
by the Head Office or from another shop with the one
physically detected in order to have an evidence of the
discordances; these discordances will not lead to the
modification

of

the

original

document

but

the

generation of a rectification document.
It's possible to use external devices (barcode readers
with buffers) to accomplish data acquisition operations
(charges, returned items, transfers, etc.).

Image 15

There is also the generation of documents that go with
the goods.
The numerous pre-defined statistics provide generic
classification elements that the user can select obtaining
grouping levels in a dynamic way. All the products' and
geographic nodes classification levels can be used to
divide or organize the information.
The stocks statistics allows obtaining information on the
movement file of each product. (image 16)
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INVENTORY MODULE
A node could be a simple sales point whose
warehouse management is demanded to other nodes
hierarchically higher. In this case, anyway, the node
knows its own stocks even if the other movements
different from the sale have been generated by other
entities.
The module makes provision for the control of the
consistency of its own warehouse by the operator and
allows the evaluation of the inventory result and the
automatic generation of the warehouse rectification
documents through appropriate analysis tools.
(Image 17)
The inventories management is activated through the
declaration of the will to open an inventory. A series of

Image 17

count documents inser ted manually or generated by
external terminals can be added to this inventory that
can have a par tial object compared to the products in
the warehouse.
Having completed the data attribution phase it's
possible to get statistics on the inventorial results,
dividing and organizing the info as desired. (Image 18)
Once the inventory can be closed, the next phase leads
to the automatic generation of an inventory rectification
document that shows the accounting stocks compared
to the physical ones. The analysis and closing operation
can last also after the resumption of the normal sales
and shop management operations. The closing of the
inventory, will calculate again the stock until the date of
the inventory to generate a rectification document.

Image 18

The node cannot otherwise be enabled to close an
inventor y,

and

generate

the

related

rectification

document. In fact, there could be an inventories control
node that receives the inventor y data of the shop,
executing all the required analysis, deciding to confirm
or refuse the received inventory.
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STATISTICS MODULE
One of the most impor tant modules in the program is
the Statistics module, that allows to control all the data
saved in the Store2 database easily.
) It is possible to use the standard statistics of the
program or alternatively to create some new ones using
the special tool: the RpxDesigner.
Thanks to the RpxDesigner it's possible to create prints
and statistics, choosing the arrangement and the format
of the data to extract.
For every statistics it is possible to inser t some filters in

Image 19

order to visualize only the useful data.

CONNECTIONS MODULE
It is an impor tant module that guarantees the data
exchange inside the geographical network.
It is one module, usually activated automatically, that
manages several functions.

Image 20

It allows the forwarding of all data automatically from
Host; the management of the data acquisition from the
periphery keeping the Head Office updated on the
situation of each single peripheral node and the back
up of the whole periphery to rebuild the situation in
each single node, if necessary. (Image 22)
In the head office it has the possibility to intercept data
coming for the central system and to prepare it. All the
sor ting to the periphery and received data elaboration
functions are accomplished here. In the same way all
the infor mation coming from the head office are
received in the periphery where all the movement data
is transmitted.

Image 21
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By "periphery" we mean the nodes that depend on
something else, including branches or workstations that
work as sub concentrators. The sor ting system is totally
automatic.
The software update procedure is automatic as well. It
will be enough to install the update packet in the head
office and all the changes will reach the peripher y
getting through all the inter mediate levels of the
network.
Database compact and cer tification of its integrity are

Image 22

secondary functions.
While the elaboration is proceeding, the user is always
informed on the status of the progress. (Image 23)

MESSAGES MODULE
Each node allows the communication with all the other
nodes in the same geographic network thanks to some
text messages similar to the e-mails.
The messages are sor ted through the geographic
network during the connection with the Head Office.
It is possible to create some distribution lists in order to
make easier the multiple sent of messages (helpful in

Image 23

case of communications of the Head Office towards all
the shops or towards a par t of these only).
Thanks to some customizable parameters like message
Typology and Priority, it will be easier to classify and
find the sent and received messages.

Image 24
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WHAT IS RFID?
RFID is an acronym for “ Radio Frequency Identification
Identification”, an automatic data
acquisition and identification system made up of one or more readers and one
or more transponders, through which data is transmitted via radio waves or
electromagnetic impulses. The two main components of a RFID system are: the
transponder and the reader
reader.
The RFID transponder (more commonly known as the “tag”) is the electronic
component embedded on the objects to manage. It can be in the form of an
adhesive or sewn label, or a very small chip. It is resistance to stress and
temperature variations (-40C, +85C) and can be applied to clothing items,
pallets and even to containers.
The reader is the electronic component that interrogates the transponder, and
recovers and decodes the data contained inside. It manages the collisions
between the incoming messages and can interface with an existing information
system (computer, industrial controller, etc...).
It normally consists of two par ts: the control unit and the antennas
antennas.
The first is an actual microcomputer that communicates with the transponders
and processes the data, while the antennas are the actual physical interfaces
between the tags and the control unit. The size of the reader varies depending
on its capacity. It can be a few centimetres in diameter or much bigger.

ADVANTAGES OF THE RFID
Anti-counterfeiting
The RFID system prevents goods being offered as originals if they do not have
the special “smar t” label registered by the manufacturing company.
Only products with microchips guaranteeing its originality can be purchased.
This originality can be controlled by directly requesting the verification to the
retailer, and by searching for the code repor ted on the label. In this case, the
purchaser can personally make the verification.
The system guarantees and protects the manufacturing company against
counterfeiting of their products thus preventing the sale of low quality goods,
and helping to recuperate proceeds made by the illegal market each year.
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Control
The RFID system helps the manufacturing company control two fundamental
aspects of their activity:
The illegal market: the manufacturer can control the parallel markets with
regards to the production and distribution of poor quality goods, and original
goods stolen from the company itself. In case of goods produced directly by
the illegal market, the missing label will allow the competent Authorities to
immediately seize these goods. In case of original goods stolen from the
company, the illegal distributor must remove the label to prevent the products
from being identified by the universally unequivocal code contained inside
the microchip. The missing label automatically prevents the product being
sold as a true original and, even in this case, its seizure is authorised. If the
illegal retailer does not remove the smar t label from the stolen product, the
code will however be removed from the register of authentication. Therefore,
the code will not be able to be verified and the product will result to be
unauthentic.
L’Anti-shoplifting:
Anti-shoplifting: the label hidden inside the product can be used as an antishoplifting tool. It can signal the passing of the goods through the antishoplifting doors and provide information on the unauthorised exiting from
the retailer. The old anti-shoplifting system will no longer be necessary, and
this in turn will reduce waiting times at the cash register.

Logistic automation
Packages will no longer need to be opened at the warehouse or sales outlet in
order to check their contents by searching for the barcode. Therefore, it will no
longer be necessary to manually count the items for checking the physical
inventory. Returns and deliveries of the contents can be immediately checked
with a simple scanning of the packages. All this revolutionises the current logistic
management without the need to make changes to the existing information
systems. The sales outlets will also be able to locate items on the scaffolds,
prepare statistics of the items approved, purchased, and purchased without
verification, as well as immediately re-order out-of-stock items. Consequently,
this will lead to a reduction in lost sales, better knowledge of the market and
matches between supply and demand.
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THE FEATURES OF STORES
GEOGRAPHIC NETWORK
The geographic network of Stores 2 can be modulated into several levels
according to the structure that the customer wants to accomplish.
Through a simple system of relations the geographic nodes ca be related to each
other until they compose a chain without a predefined bond of levels.

INTERFACES PERSONALIZATION
Stores 2 has been structured to have a big ability to personalize all the user
interfaces.
It has at its disposal various functions that can be personalized according to the
operator class to obtain specific windows for the user's activity.

VARIABLE PARAMETERS
Another plus of the product is the possibility to set parameters for a series of
elements, satisfying the requests of the user.
Nodes, products and consumers can be classified with variable criteria for the
specific needs of the customer.

INFORMATION AVAIL ABILITY
Stores 2 puts at your disposal all the information of the periphery to the Head
Office also in real time.
All data coming from sales points reach the Head Office and can be analyzed
and re-elaborated using the groups previously defined.

SALES ANALYSIS
Stores 2 has a very innovative repor ts section that allows a precise and efficient
analysis of sales and their relation with consumers.
This feature makes it a complete CRM, also allowing the fidelity process of the
customer.

RFId TECHNOLOGY
All the modules of Stores 2 are completely integrated with RFId technology. This
technology allows the quick identification of the products along with a safe and
unambiguous control of each received product, comparing data with the
acquired electronic documents.
Moreover it allows the acceleration of all the sales activities on POS and to find
the inventory automatically, in real time and with an immediate control of the
location of the goods.
The RFId technology is the guarantee of the authenticity of the product,
universally identified by the Tag.
Last but not least, it can be used a system against shoplifting.
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FASHION VERTICAL ORGANIZATION
Stores 2 has been organized ver tically for the fashion environment. The structure
of the product code suppor ts the size and color features, which characterize
this field. The documents are optimized for the correct management of this field
(e.g. Size Scale that can be visualized horizontally).

PREREQUIREMENTS
SOFTWARE PREREQUIREMENTS
Stores 2 works on Microsoft 32 bit systems.
It suppor ts Access and SQL Server databases.
Microsoft Windows 98/ME/2000/XP.
Access Database 2000 and SQL Server 2000.
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 or higher.
Minimum video resolution 800x600, recommended 1280x768.

HARDWARE
RE PREREQUIREMENTS
The specified pre
prerequirements allow
ow a safe and efficient functioning of the
e
workstations.

CLIENT

Pentium III 700 MHz;
Hz;
z; RAM 256 Mbytes; 1 Gbyte available disk space.
ce
By Client we mean
ea a shop
sho with a workstation; requirements for
f
workstations wit
with branches or master franchisee or shops servers
erv
with several c
cash registers.

availab disk
sk space.
SERVER Pentium IV 1 GHz; RAM 512 Mbytes; 20 Gbytes available
The requirements
eq
of the ser ver can increase according
ding
ng to
t the
number
mb of installed Clients. The need for space on disc
sc can also
lso
increase
cr
because of the history and of the periphery backup
b
that
you
yo
ou want
w
to keep connected.
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